EGG CUPS

FILL ME
UP

HI, I'M
JAMES!
KIDS COLLAB Mini Chef

Join me and my mom in making these
delicious egg cups

PREPARATION
Things You'll Need
INGREDIENTS
Non-stick cooking spray
6 large eggs
¼ cup milk
Pinch of salt
Pinch of black pepper
1 medium bell pepper, red
¾ cup spinach
30 grams cheddar cheese

EQUIPMENT

GREAT RECIPE THAT
SNEAKS IN ADDITIONAL
VEGGIES AS A BREAKFAST
OR SNACK OPTION
This recipe may contain gluten, dairy
and nut allergens, if your child has food
allergies or intolerances please seek
professional help from a Registered
Dietitian for alternatives

Yields 8 egg cups

Prep Time:
10 minutes

Cooking Time:
30 minutes

RECIPE
INFORMATION
Details and Suggestions

Step by
Step
To be made under the
supervision of an adult

STEP 1
Spray a muffin tin with
cooking spray and set aside
Preheat oven to 180°C/
375°F

STEP 2
Whisk the eggs and milk
together in a bowl
Season with salt and pepper

STEP 3
Dice the bell pepper into small
pieces
Slice the spinach into thin
strips
Help your little one with all the
necessary cutting, see our "cutting for
pre-schoolers" resource at the end of
this to give you some tips and tricks

STEP 4
Add the peppers, spinach, and
shredded cheddar to the egg
mixture
You can add any additional
veggies to your omlette to allow
for variety

STEP 5
Fill muffin cups ¾ full
Bake for 20-25 minutes until
centers are set and no longer
runny
Allow to cool before serving
Help the kids by taking the tray in and
out the oven

COMPLETE THIS TASK AND
MOVE ONE STEP FORWARD
IN YOUR BOARD GAME
www.kidscollab.co.za
Contact Us:
rachel@kidscollab.co.za
whitney@kidscollab.co.za

Share your journey with us and tag
@Kidscollabfb (Facebook)
@kids.collab (Instagram)

CUTTING FOR
PRE-SCHOOLERS
Disclaimer
It is important to note that children develop and
are ready for tasks at different ages, so please
consider their developmental stage when
introducing this task.
That said, toddlers between three to five years
can start using small, serrated plastic knives
(take-out knives are readily available and are a
cheap option) to help cut food in the kitchen.
This must always be done under parental/ carer
supervision.
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STAND AT THE CORRECT HEIGHT
Make sure that your child stands at the right
height while cutting. Use a sturdy stool/ chair
for them to stand on if necessary- the kitchen
counter should be at their waist height.

STAND UP STRAIGHT
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03

Encourage your child to stand up straight
while cutting and not lose their posture.
Make sure that they don't place their elbows
on the counter as this will cause them to
lose balance.

HOLDING THE KNIFE
There are two grips to teach your child:
The pinch grip- placing the thumb and
forefinger at the bottom of the knife,
allowing for control and steadies their hand
while cutting.
The pointer grip- placing your index finger at
the top of the knife, helping to steady their
hand.
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PROTECT THE FINGERS
A child should grip the food item firmly as
they cut, especially smaller food items, such
as potatoes, tomatoes, and smaller pieces of
vegetables.
Teach the claw technique- curling your hand
into a claw-like shape with your fingernails
resting or holding the food.

05

ROCK AWAY TECHNIQUE
The rock-away technique involves rocking
the knife’s blade from one point to the other
point. They begin by putting the point of the
knife’s blade on the cutting board and then
pushing the blade away from it.

*Supervision is required at all times when carrying out cooking activities

REACH OUT TO THE KIDS COLLAB TEAM
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTION OR QUERIES
ABOUT THE PROGRAMME
DISCLAIMER
Parents/ caregivers to use your own discretion and judgement
when it comes to your child's capabilities in the kitchen and with
the supervision of the chosen recipes. It is advised that all recipes
are prepared under parental supervision especially with the use
of sharp knives, hot ovens and electrical equipment. Kids Collab
is not liable for any injuries that may result from the recipe
executions.
Parents/ caregivers must take the responsibility to review the
listed ingredients before preparation to ensure that none of the
ingredients cause a potential adverse effect to anyone consuming
the food such as food related allergic reactions.
The information and guidelines provided by Kids Collab is not
intended to replace the advice or recommendations from your
medical professional or registered dietitian. It is important not to
reply solely on the information provided and to seek
consultations from healthcare professionals to receive
personalised advice and treatment.

